Abstract. The nonlinear responses of a one-dimensional quasiperiodic Fibonacci structure containing single negative materials (linear mu-negative and Kerr-type nonlinear epsilon-negative layers) were investigated using the transfer matrix approach. Bistable behaviors were found in the considered Fibonacci structure. The results indicate that transmission in the zero phase gap regions is relatively insensitive to the angle of incidence, in comparison with the one in the Bragg gap. Transmissions associated with the zero phase gap especially peak at almost the same input intensity for different angles of incidence. The effect of the loss and the scaling on the characteristics of bistability were considered in both gaps. The zero phase gap soliton is insensitive to the angle of incidence and loss factor. C 2011 Society of Photo-Optical Instrumentation Engineers (SPIE).
Introduction
The inclusion of double negative (DNG) and single negative (SNG) metamaterials in photonic bandgap (PBG) structures has given rise to new mechanisms for producing photonic gaps. [1] [2] [3] The theoretical models which describe the relative permittivity and permeability in DNG and SNG metamaterials are essentially dispersive. A zero-n gap [4] [5] [6] is found in the photonic bandgap structure containing alternate double positive, i.e., regular materials and DNG layers in the frequency range where the average refractive index of the structure becomes zero. On the other hand, the SNG materials with only one of the coefficients being negative (negative permittivity or negative permeability) also possess such interesting properties. 2, [7] [8] [9] In the periodic structure composed of single negative materials, there exists a new gap (zero phase or zero − φ gap) resulting from a zero total phase. 9 The zero phase condition can be expressed as |k 1z | d 1 = |k 2z | d 2 , where k (1,2)z refers to the z-component of the wave vectors in the SNG layers, and d 1 and d 2 are the thicknesses of the two layers in one unit cell, respectively. This gap has similar properties with the zero-n gap, such as robustness for scaling and omnidirectional reflection. 8, 9 The robust property for scaling can be considered as an effect of effective medium theory. Because the frequency realizing negative refraction is in the microwave region (GHz) and the thickness of the unit cell is generally considered to be around 1 to 10 mm, the structure can always satisfy the long wave approximation. Consequently, the whole periodic structure may be effectively regarded as a slab of material with effective permittivity and permeability. In this structure, when the effective permittivity and effective permeability have different signs at the same frequency, the structure will present an intrinsic forbidden region. Moreover, if the structure undergoes a certain small change of scale and the long wave approximation is still available, the effective permittivity and permeability do not change, thus leading to the robustness for scaling. 10 For a large scaling, the long wave approximation may be unavailable, and the positions of the band edges and the width of the gap will change. As for the omnidirectional reflection, the zero − φ gap will change slightly when the angle of incidence deviates from zero. However, compared with the usual Bragg gaps which are very sensitive to the angle of incidence, the zero − φ gap is almost independent of the angle of incidence and is seen to be omnidirectional. 8 These two properties make the SNG materials as useful as the double negative materials.
In the last few decades, the nonlinear responses of the periodic structure composed of double positive material have been widely studied. [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] Recently, the nonlinear properties in the double negative materials have also attracted considerable attention. The nonlinear responses of the periodic structure made of alternate double negative material and double positive material and alternate single negative materials have been theoretically studied. [16] [17] [18] Special attention has been paid to nonlinear quasiperiodic systems. Gupta and Ray have presented the bistability behavior and soliton-like structure in the nonlinear Fibonacci multilayered media composed of two conventional positive index nonlinear slabs. 19 Also, the occurrence of the bistability and multistability has been presented in the structures containing negative index metamaterials. 20, 21 The exhibition of optical multistability in nonlinear negative index Fibonnacci multilayers has especially been studied for normal incidence. 21 They have shown that multistable operation and contrasts can be controlled by regulating the width of the negative index slabs.
However, to the best of our knowledge, the nonlinear responses of quasiperiodic structure containing the single negative materials have not been considered. As making the SNG materials is much easier than making the double negative material, and due to zero − φ gap with special properties, we are interested in investigating the nonlinear properties of the quasiperiodic Fibonacci structure containing SNG materials. As we shall show, the bistability and the soliton in the zero − φ gap of such structure are found, and shown to be weakly dependent on the angles of incidence, as opposed to the ones in the Bragg gap.
The outline of this paper is as follows. In Sec. 2, the theoretical calculation of the nonlinear quasiperiodic structure is presented. Numerical results are shown in Sec. 3 on the transmission property of the structure and the distribution of the electric field. Finally, the conclusion and discussion will be given in Sec. 4.
Theoretical Formalism
The present study aims to investigate the bistable behaviors of the one-dimensional quasiperiodic Fibonacci structure composed of linear mu-negative (MNG)/nonlinear epsilon-negative (ENG) layers arranged in a quasiperiodical Fibonacci fashion by using a theoretical model based on the transfer matrix approach for angular incidence. Quasiperiodic structures, which can be idealized as the experimental realization of a one-dimensional quasicrystal, are composed from the superposition of two (or more) building blocks that are arranged in a desired manner. Fibonacci multilayer photonic structure can be grown by juxtaposing two building blocks, A and B, in such a way that the N'th-order of the superlattice S N is given iteratively by the rule S N = S N−1 S N−2 , for N ≥ 2, with S 0 = B and S 1 = A. The number of the building blocks increases according to the Fibonacci number, F N = F N−1 + F N−2 (with F 0 = F 1 = 1), and the ratio between the number of building blocks A and the number of building blocks B in the sequence is equal to the golden mean number τ = (1 + √ 5)/2. This multilayered photonic structure could also be grown by the inflation rule: A → AB, B → A. Figure 1 shows the quasiperiodic Fibonacci structure considered here. In this work, layers A and B represent MNG materials with thickness d A and ENG materials with thickness d B , respectively. The ENG and MNG materials are assumed to be isotropic. Without loss of generality, the surrounding environment is assumed to be vacuum. Initially we have represented the values of the relative permittivity of the ENG layer and the relative permeability of the MNG layer by a lossless Drude model; however, the effects of losses are included later in this work. The relative permeability of the ENG layer and the relative permittivity of the MNG layer are taken to have constant values. The relative permittivity of the ENG layer is taken to have a Kerr nonlinearity characterized by the Kerr coefficient α. All other parameters are linear as given below, 7, 8 
and
Here, ω is measured in radian/seconds. It is easy to check that when ω < 10 × 10 9 rad/s, the layers are single negative. For simplicity, the nonlinear coefficient α is chosen to be negative, so that ε B is always negative for any input intensity near the zero − φ gap. As a result, the input electromagnetic wave does not change the quality of the negative permittivity material. The wave is incident from the vacuum to the N'th order Fibonacci multilayer with angle of incidence θ . For the transverse electric (TE) wave, the dielectric layers are parallel to the x-y plane, and the electric field E is polarized along the y direction. Inside the layers, the electric field is governed by the Helmholtz equation. 18 For type A, the layers have negative permeability, and for type B, the layers are the negative permittivity material as one can see from Eqs. (1) and (2), respectively. At the interfaces between two layers, we must apply the boundary conditions. To get the numerical results, we divide a single layer into a large number of sublayers, and the permittivity of one sublayer is approximately regarded as constant for the nonlinear sublayer.
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Fig. 2 The transmission property of the linear quasiperiodic Fibonacci structure of 9th order, for different angles of incidence. From left to right, the gaps are SNG gap, first Bragg gap, and second Bragg gap.
In general, the electric and magnetic fields at any two positions z and z + z in the same layer are connected via a transfer matrix.
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Numerical Results and Discussions
In the following numerical investigation, we choose d A = d B = 10 mm to study the nonlinear transmission property of the 9th order Fibonacci structure. For the linear case, the quasiperiodic structure containing single negative materials possesses zero − φ gap and Bragg gaps in the transmission spectrum, as shown in Fig. 2 . The zero − φ gap, which we refer to as SNG gap, locates around the SNG frequency 0.77 to 1.38 GHz, in which ε A > 0, μ A < 0 and ε B < 0, μ B > 0. And for the large frequency, when μ A > 0 and ε B > 0, the Fibonacci structure can present the usual Bragg gaps, in which the Bragg theorem is satisfied. The dependence of a PBG on the angle of incidence is also shown in Fig. 2 .
It is illustrated that the Bragg gap shifts upward in frequency for TE waves when the angle of incidence increases. On the contrary, the SNG gap is found to be relatively insensitive to the angle of incidence, in comparison with that in the Bragg gap.
In what follows we show that the nonlinear responses, such as bistability and soliton, will appear when the nonlinearity of the layers is taken into account. In Figure 3 the transmissions of the nonlinear quasiperiodic Fibonacci structure at the frequency of f = 1.055 GHz in the Fig. 4 The dependence of the bistability behavior on the loss at the normal incidence, θ = 0 deg; (a) f = 1.263 GHz, at the SNG gap reign, (b) f = 1.263 GHz at the SNG gap reign, and (c) f = 4.818 GHz at the first Bragg gap reign. middle of the SNG gap region [ Fig. 3(a) ], also at f = 1.263 GHz, the upper edge of the SNG gap region [ Fig. 3(b) ], and at f = 4.818 GHz in the first Bragg gap [ Fig. 3(c) ] are plotted as a function of the dimensionless incident intensity, −α |E in | 2 , where E in is the incident electric field. Although these curves have bistable behavior, they are quite different from each other. One can easily see from Fig. 3(a) that the bistable properties corresponding to the middle of the SNG gap, unlike the middle of first Bragg gap [see Fig. 3(c) ] do not strongly depend on the angles of incidence, while the transmission at the upper edge of the SNG gap is more sensitive to angles of incidence, so that the switch-up threshold intensity shifts upward values with increasing angle of incidence. The transmissions associated with the zero − φ gap, in particular, reach the peaks at almost the same input intensity for different angles of incidence. Moreover, we conclude from Fig. 3(c) that at the first Bragg gap the bistability property moves downward intensity with increasing angle of incidence unlike the periodic structure case. 23 It is known that due to the two-photon absorption, the loss cannot be neglected. Therefore, we take one step forward to introduce a lossy term into the coefficients of the system. For simplicity, we only consider the loss of the MNG material, with the forms, In our calculation we choose γ = γ e = γ m . In Fig. 4 , we report the dependence of the bistability behavior in the SNG and Bragg gaps on the loss. Here, compared with the Bragg gap case, the transmission curves in the SNG gap are less sensitive to the loss. The transmission with γ = 0.005 changes slightly from the lossless case in the SNG gap reigns, and even with high loss factor γ = 0.05, we have bistability behavior for this gap, while the bistability properties disappear in the Bragg gap for same loss factor γ = 0.05 [see Fig. 4(a) ].
We also study the electric field distributions in the nonlinear quasiperiodic Fibonacci structure. The field distribution in the SNG gap region at the frequency f = 0.821 GHz, for θ = 0, 30, 60 deg, are plotted in Fig. 5(a) for lossless structure γ = 0. We found that the electric field with the input intensity at the transmission peak forms a soliton in the considered structure so that the maxima and minima of the field distribution occur at the interfaces between the layers, and the signs of the slope of the electric field at the two sides of the interface are different. This results from the continuity of the boundary conditions. Furthermore, the minima of the SNG gap do not go down to zero. This means that a complete destructive interference does not occur between layers. Meanwhile, we would like to mention that the SNG gap solitons have the insensitive characteristic to the angle of incidence [see Fig. 5(a) ]. The SNG gap solitons with different angles of incidence have similar shape and location as the normally incident soliton. The only difference between these solitons is the magnitude of the electric field distribution at the same position. This phenomenon is similar to the zero-n gap soliton, which is insensitive to oblique incidence in a similar way. 18 However, the formation mechanism of these two solitons is different. The SNG gap soliton is formed by the interaction of the evanescent waves in the periodic structure composed of SNG materials, while the zero-n gap soliton is the result of the interaction of the propagating waves in the periodic structure containing double positive and double negative materials. 8 Figure 5(b) indicates the effect of loss on the electric field distribution in the SNG gap region, for different lossy factors γ . We reveal that solitons in the SNG gap are less sensitive to the loss. Indeed, the soliton is robust enough to afford the loss.
At the end, we investigate the nonlinear responses of the nonlinear quasiperiodic Fibonacci structure when the system undergoes scaling, i.e., d A , d B → xd A , xd B , where "x" denotes the scaling ratio. It is known that in the linear case, the zero − φ is invariant when the structure undergoes scaling. 7 Here, in the nonlinear case, when the structure undergoes a small scaling (x = 0.9, 0.95) (see Fig. 6 ), the transmission in the SNG gap regions moves slightly, while in the Bragg gap region, the transmission changes quite a lot.
Conclusion
The present research investigated the nonlinear responses of the quasiperiodic nonlinear Fibonacci structure composed of SNG materials. We showed that the transmission property of the considered structure in the zero − φ (or SNG) gap region is found to be relatively insensitive to the angle of incidence, in the extended range of the angles of incidence, in comparison with that in the Bragg gap. The transmissions associated with the SNG gap, in particular, reach the peaks at almost the same input intensity for different angles of incidence. Another merit of the transmission property in the SNG gap is that a lower threshold is needed to achieve the bistability than in the Bragg gap. The effect of the loss and the scaling on the characteristics of bistability are discussed in the SNG and Bragg gaps. We find that the transmission in the SNG gap is insensitive to the loss and scaling in the SNG gap in contrast to that in the Bragg gap. We also study the electric field distributions in the considered Fibonacci structure and revealed the SNG gap soliton which is shown to be insensitive to the angle of incidence and loss factor.
